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Unit 2: Captain Cook

Look, Lena! The magic 
map is on a pirate ship!

Who’s this?It’s a treasure 
hunt map!

It’s Captain Cook. Captain 
Cook and his pirates!

Captain Cook

 I’m a pirate and my name is Cook!

Lesson 1: The magic map

Listen and read.

Unit 2

I’m a parrot and my name is Smarty!
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Unit 2: Captain Cook

One Eye, I can’t read the 
map. Can you help me?

One Tooth, can you help me?

Oh, yes! I can read it now: 
“Where can you find 
koalas and kangaroos?”

Koalas and kangaroos live in Australia. 
Let’s sail there!

I can’t, Captain. I want to sleep! I can’t, Captain. I want to eat!

Smarty, can you help me? Of course, I can! Oh! There’s 
a message. 
I can’t read it.

...
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1. Listen and guess who says...

2. Listen to the sound and match.

3. Look and say.

1. I'm a parrot.

2. I want to sleep. 

3. I'm a pirate.

4. I can read it now.

5. I want to eat.

6. Can you help me?

Captain Cook

One Eye

Smarty

One Tooth

Smarty.

I want to sleep. I can’t open 
the box.

I’m a parrot. Let’s sail. I want to eat.

1

I can walk.
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5. Let's sing!

4. Find the odd one out and say it aloud.

6. Can you read the message?

I'm a pirate and my name is Cook.

I'm a pirate, look at my hook!

I'm a parrot and my name is Smarty.

I'm a parrot, let's sail and party!

1. monkey, kangaroo, koala, pirate

2. sleep, parrot, eat, walk

3. stone, key, sail, flower

4. message, happy, strong, excited

5. garden, egg, pond, grass

pirate


